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Vladimir Ossipoff (1907-1998) was a
pioneer of modern architecture in Hawai‘i.

Famed architect Vladimir
Ossipoff designed the
Keauhou Bay home for
then-Territorial Senator
William “Doc” Hill and his
wife Ouida. This was their
“weekend home” and was
optimized for gracious living and entertaining.

Homeowner Becomes New Steward of
Vintage Property at Keauhou Bay

I

House on the Bay

n the late 1980s, when sleepy Kailua Town had
no big-box retailers and just a few stoplights,
visitors Tom and Jane Fetter, from La Jolla,
California, would stay every other year in
Keauhou and swim daily along the bay. They
remember always admiring the midcenturymodern home perched on the bay’s north side.

Fast forward more than two decades later
when “Hale Kai,” designed by famed O‘ahu
architect Vladimir Ossipoff, became available
for sale. While swimming in the bay, Tom
and Jane saw the sign and contacted Kona
realtor Gayle Ching, of MacArthur Sotheby’s
International Realty, to inquire.

Built in 1954 as a getaway home for Hawai‘i’s
first senator William “Doc” Hill and his wife
Ouida, the home is carefully oriented on the
three-acre site to take advantage of the daytime
onshore breezes that switch to evening mauka
breezes. The sprawling tropical yard stretches to
the water’s edge for easy entry into the bay.

Jane recounts, “We’d swim by this property
and tell ourselves, wouldn’t it be great to live
there and be able to walk to the water?”

“We had no plans or dreams for a second home,
but somehow it kept calling us,” Tom says.

Considered a modern master, Ossipoff designed
many iconic buildings in Hawai‘i, among them,
the Outrigger Canoe Club, the IBM Building,

by Kristina Anderson | Photography by Giselle Thompson

parts of the Honolulu Airport and numerous
private residences. His work is characterized by
recurrent use of natural materials, functional
built-ins, indoor-outdoor living spaces, and
attention paid to the individuality of the land
and its microclimate — all of which are in
evidence at the Keauhou property.
Sliding screens and shoji doors allow the
residence to open wide to the outdoors on
all sides. Because the senator and his wife
entertained frequently, the gracious patios and
outdoor spaces catered to lavish parties and
carefree living. Famous visitors would come to
stay, including John Wayne, who married his
wife Pilar beneath the arch of the old banyan
tree. Over the years, a pool, tennis court,
detached bedroom suites and several other
outbuildings were added.

Vacationing in Keauhou
through the years, Tom
and Jane Fetter took daily
swims in the bay, always
passing by the property.
“We really had no plans of
owning a second home but
somehow this place kept
calling to us,” says Jane.
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Facing the bay, the master
bedroom features a headboard and nightstand from
Plantation Living in KailuaKona, with a bench from
Bamboo & Teak. Jeffrey Cho
from The Second Hand Store
sourced the chaise lounge
chairs. A fabric artist on
Maui created the bed linens.

wanted simple,
“We
comfortable vintage

furnishings,” says
Jane. “It takes us back
to the old ways of
living in Hawai‘i.

”

In his original notes about the Doc Hill home,
Ossipoff wrote: “The stained black cement
floors, and acid-stained redwood eves and
ceilings flow in and out . . . and the usedbrick walls, painted white, interpenetrate
— attaining the feeling of integration with
the natural beauty of the site. The basic
color scheme, as a setting for the very
brilliant colors of the bay, is black and
white, analogous to the dazzling white spray
against the jet black rocks. . .”

Architect Vladimir Ossipoff
designed the home to be
open on all sides yet easily
closed up after a weekend
of entertaining.

For Tom and Jane, high school sweethearts
married 57 years, the house and its
surroundings offer all this and more, making
it an incredible family retreat.
“We just love swimming every day,” says Jane.
“The sea creatures are so marvelous. The
other day we saw a group of baby manta rays
waving at us. Everyone and everything about
our new home has been so welcoming.”

In keeping with the idea of casual
vintage, the Fetters chose furniture pieces from local antique
stores like The Second Hand
Store in Kealakekua.

Even the furnishings are comfortable and
inviting. Jane says she wanted to find things
that “had been loved” rather than those that
were “period correct,” so she enlisted the
help of Jeffrey Cho of The Second Hand Store
in Kainaliu, who sourced numerous vintage
Hawai‘i items. “These were pieces that felt right
and would be a perfect fit for a house that had
also been so obviously loved,” she says.

The original master bath from the 1950s
opens up to the bayfront lanai outside.
“We’re always finding little surprises everywhere,” says Jane. “Little closets or storage
areas we had no idea were there.”
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In addition to pleasing aesthetics,
the architect added functionality
throughout. Front and center in
the main room is a built-in buffet
and barbeque grill, allowing for all
manner of cooking and smoking
of meats and fish. Ossipoff
specified many multipurpose
features throughout the residence
including the long overhangs
that not only shade and expand
the lanai space, but offer covered
passageways between buildings and a means to
catch rainwater for the property’s catchment
system before municipal water was available.
And there is all that extra storage. Marvels
Jane: “We keep finding more closets and hidden
storage areas!”

The swimming pool looks out
toward Keauhou Bay, with views
of the Sheraton on the other
side of the point.

Railing
systems
Located next to the pool, the
standalone guest quarters features
original elements from the 1950s,
including brick walls, tile floors and
jalousie windows.

A vintage Hawaiiana painting hangs in the living room.

The 60-year-old house has had several
owners over the years that have valued its
historic significance and made appropriate
restorations. Today, the Fetters join them and
want to acknowledge the team who are a part of
maintaining the house: Mauna Kane
Landscaping; Heidi and Kekoa Gouveia who
painted the exterior; John Saviano, who rebuilt
the tennis court; Dana Mattos of Plantation
Interiors for furnishings; and Krista Gonsales of
Pacific Breeze Properties, who is assisting the
Fetters in offering the home as a vacation rental
when they are not on island.
Jane and Tom say they plan to keep the home
in the family forever. “Once we’re gone, we
would hope that our children and our children’s
children are enjoying it for generations to
come,” Jane says. “It’s a truly delightful spot.”
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